• Magnetic resonance imaging T2 mapping of the knee articular cartilage depends not only on acquisition techniques but also on calculation methods. This study focuses on the different T2 values that have to be considered when interpreting T2 values of knee articular cartilage. This study also shows that Turbo Gradient Spin Echo sequence could be used for T2 mapping with the advantage of high in-plane resolution in a relatively short scanning time.
Introduction
Knee osteoarthritis (OA) is characterized by progressive loss of articular cartilage. It is the most common form of arthritis and the leading cause of disability for adults [1] . Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the technique of choice for the assessment of articular cartilage pathologies due to its high soft tissue contrast, better spatial resolution and the possibility to acquire and reconstruct in different planes [2] . Conventional MRI sequences are used to evaluate anatomy and detect morphological changes of the knee cartilage. Both radiography and morphologic MRI of the knee are not able to detect early stages of OA, and the response to therapy after cartilage repair procedures [3, 4] .
While different options exist for the treatment of OA, the efficiency and the implementation of treatment strategies to slow or to stop progression of the disease depend on early and accurate detection of the stage of OA [5] .
In the earliest stage of OA and before morphological changes occur, degenerative changes in the cartilage are related to loss of proteoglycan and deterioration of the collagen network within the cartilage. The cartilage becomes less elastic, allowing increased mobility of water and consequentially increased levels of H 2 O proton content.
Quantitative MRI mappings, which are used to translate MRI relaxation times into quantitative values of tissues [6] , are able to show subtle changes in cartilage composition in early stages even before structural changes appear [7] . The available mappings for cartilage tissue are T1 mapping, T2 mapping and T2-star (T2*) mapping but the most commonly used is T2 mapping which can evaluate the status of the cartilage matrix and identify biochemical changes associated with the early stages of OA [8, 9] . Several studies have demonstrated that T2 mapping is useful for the detection of early stages of matrix degeneration [10] [11] [12] [13] .
T2 mapping can be calculated using T2 sequence with different TEs. Many sequences have been used for the calculation of T2 relaxation Time. The most fundamental sequences used are spectroscopy and SingleEcho Spin Echo (SESE). Other 2D sequences have been used, such as Multi-Echo Spin Echo (MESE), Fast Spin Echo (FSE) and Turbo Gradient Spin Echo (TGSE). 3D sequences have also been used, such as Double Echo Steady State (DESS) sequence, where data from two acquisitions with different spoiler gradient areas and flip angles were used to simultaneously estimate the T2 of each pixel [14] . Synthetic MRI is another quantitative method in which a single saturation recovery turbo spin echo sequence is used to estimate T2 transverse relaxation [15] .
The cartilage is a thin structure and due to its short T2, a very poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and long scan time are necessary when using spectroscopy or SESE. Those features prevent the use of either sequence in routine clinical practice. To overcome these limitations, three 2D sequences have been developed: MESE, FSE and TGSE. The MESE sequence measures many echoes during one Repetition Time (TR). The FSE acquires many phases in one TR. The TGSE sequence combines gradient echo and spin echo imaging. The spin echo gives the T2 contrast, and the gradient echo determines the image resolution.
The first goal of this study was to determine how acquisition techniques and calculation methods affect T2 values at 1.5 tesla and the second was to identify a fast sequence that can be used for high-resolution T2 mapping of the different layers of articular cartilage in a short scanning time.
Materials and Methods
This prospective study was approved by our institutional review board and patient consent was obtained. The study was performed on phantom and patients.
Phantom Study
To compare T2 maps, we designed a phantom from a sodium chloride solution. To this solution, we added different concentrations of contrast agent (Dotarem, Guerbet, USA) to obtain a range of T2 values similar to that found in the articular cartilage of the knee (∼20-70 ms). In total, the phantom was composed of six samples.
Patient Study
Twenty-nine subjects underwent MRI of the knee joint at 1.5 tesla. Subjects included 17 asymptomatic patients (9 males and 8 females; mean age: 32.7 ± 8.8 years) and 12 symptomatic patients (11 males and 1 female; mean age: 42.66 ± 11.3 years) with different pathologies such as OA and meniscus lesions. Special attention was paid to ensure that all patients were well fixed with the joint space in the middle of the coil and that the knee was extended in the coil. Three measurements were excluded due to patient's movements.
Image Acquisition
Examinations were performed at 1.5 tesla MRI system (Magnetom Aera, Siemens Erlangen, Germany) with a dedicated 15-element knee coil. The imaging protocol for the patient study included morphological and biochemical sequences.
To standardize acquisition parameters between sequences, we adhered to the following technical aspects. The spin echo sequence family suffers from steady-state effects (i.e., different T1 weightings) in the images. To minimize the T1 contribution to the image contrast, we used a TR of 1,500 ms [16] . We chose the sagittal plane because it allows the evaluation of articular cartilage in a direction perpendicular to the majority of the weight forces acting on the joint [17] . We chose a bandwidth of approximately 220 Hz/pixel, which corresponds to a chemical shift of 1 pixel in 1.5 tesla. To compare the sequences in an efficient manner, we used the same geometrical parameters (same field of view, slice thickness and matrix). Images acquired with SESE sequence as well as the T2 map result are shown in Figure 1 . We used a common TE value of 50 ms in all sequences for comparison purposes. For the phantom study, we used the same sequences as for the patient and we added the spectroscopy sequence. For the spectroscopy, we used the STEAM technique with a volume of interest (VOI) of 16 mm × 16 mm × 16 mm. The details of scanning parameters for all sequences are listed in Table 1 . 
Statistical Analysis
For phantom evaluation, the region of interest (ROI) was drawn in the center of each sample. To compare all sequences with the SESE reference sequence, we used the same mono-exponential fitting calculation method.
For patient assessment, the inner margin of the meniscus was used as a marker for determining the anterior and posterior borders of the weight-bearing cartilage on the sagittal MR images [17] . The femoral cartilage was segmented into anterior, median and posterior. A total of six ROIs were drawn in the internal and external sagittal parts of the knee. We did not include the superficial zone to avoid the chemical shift artifact.
T2 maps were obtained using three techniques. The first technique is a pixel-wise, mono-exponential non-negative leastsquare (NNLS) fit analysis (MapIt, Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). The second technique is the offline calculation using the Syngo software from Siemens, and the third technique is based on mono-exponential fitting using the equation S(t) = S 0 * exp (−t/T2). In the MapIt analysis, the first echo was excluded from the fit to reduce error resulting from signals produced by the stimulated echo.
The MR signal depends on type and parameters of the sequence. T2 relaxation curve follows an exponential decay. The MR signal depends mostly on the TE and better signals would be obtained using short TE. To compare the SNR between sequences in an efficient way, we used a common TE value of 50 ms. The SNR was calculated as the ratio of the mean cartilage region signal divided by the signal of the background.
We compared all sequences to the SESE reference sequence. We performed linear regression on each of these plots. The slope of each regression line was used as an indicator of the dynamic range of T2 relaxation time in each sequence. We calculated the mean T2 values and standard deviations from different sequences for phantom and patients. All statistical analyses were performed using the t-test (SPSS software version 15 © 2006) . For all statistical tests, p value less than 0.05 was considered significant.
Results

Phantom Study
In the phantom study, we applied our protocol to six samples. The results showed that all sequences demonstrated strong fits with R 2 > 0.98. Both FSE and SESE ex- 14.1 ms for FSE and 44 ± 14.5 ms for TGSE. Our results showed a mean difference of 1.6 ± 1 ms and mean percent difference of 3.7 ± 2% for MESE compared to SESE. The comparison between FSE and SESE revealed a mean difference of 0.7 ± 0.8 ms and a mean percent difference of 1.7 ± 2%. The mean difference between TGSE and SESE was 2.4 ± 0.8 ms with a mean percent difference of 5.7 ± 1%. For STEAM, our study was limited to one sample (sample 6). The mean T2 values of sample 6 were 63.5 ms, 64.9 ms, 67 ms, 65.4 ms and 68 ms using STEAM spectroscopy, SESE, MESE, FSE and TGSE, respectively. The slopes of the plot lines between all sequences compared to our SESE reference sequence were 1.04, 1.017 and 1.048 with correlation coefficients R 2 = 0.996, 0.996 and 0.999 for MESE, FSE and TGSE, respectively.
Statistical results using the t-test showed no significant difference between T2 values when TGSE, MESE and FSE were compared with SESE reference sequence with p values equal to 1, 1 and 0.998 respectively.
MR signal and contrast depend strongly on TE. To compare the graph of all sequences, we used the same TE of 50 ms in all sequences (Fig. 2a) . A qualitative comparison between images from different sequences acquired at the same TE of 50 ms shows that images acquired with MESE and FSE are smoother and that cartilage-meniscus contrast is better with SESE and TGSE. Then, we normalized all values using the same TE of 50 ms as a reference by calculating the ratio of the signal intensity of each TE divided by the signal intensity of TE = 50 ms. Results are shown in Figure 2b .
Patient Study
In the present patient study, the mean difference between MESE and SESE reference sequence was 6.5 ± 8.2 ms with a percent difference of 13.5 ± 16% ms. The comparison between FSE and SESE reference sequence showed a mean difference of 7.8 ± 7.6 ms with a percent difference of 15.5 ± 13% ms. The calculated mean difference of TGSE T2 values compared to SESE reference sequence was 8.4 ± 14.2 ms with a percent difference of 5.6 ± 21% ms. 
Evaluation Methods
T2 values calculated using MapIt were less than T2 values calculated with mono-exponential fitting function. The mean difference was 3.8 ± 2.9 ms and the maximum percent difference was 9.05 ± 7.2% with no significant difference (p = 0.956). Compared to the calculation using Syngo Offline, the mono-exponential fitting function method produced lower T2 values with a mean difference of 2 ± 4.6 ms and maximum percent difference of 3.4 ± 8.3% with no significant difference (p = 0.956). T2 values calculated with the mono-exponential fitting function method using non-stimulated echo (without using the first echo) were increased compared to T2 values calculated using all echoes in the MESE sequence, with a mean difference of 2 ± 2.5 ms and a maximum percent difference of 4.1 ± 4.5%. Results revealed no significant difference (p = 0.956). 
Discussion
The main goal of this study was to determine how acquisition techniques and calculation methods affect the T2 values at 1.5 tesla. This study compared MESE, FSE and TGSE to SESE reference sequence in order to identify a fast sequence that can be used for high-resolution T2 mapping in short scanning time.
The most fundamental sequences used for T2 mapping are spectroscopy and SESE. Spectroscopy sequence suffers from partial volume and low SNR. Thus, this sequence is used only with phantom studies. The acquisition time of SESE sequence is relatively long, making its application in routine clinical practice very time consuming and difficult to implement.
For the MESE sequence, results showed that the mean difference of MESE compared to SESE reference sequence was increased by 3.7 ± 2 ms in the phantom study and 6.5 ± 8.2 ms in the patient study. Our results are in agreement with previous studies. Maier et al. [18] observed an increase by 10-13% of the T2 relaxation time on phantom using MESE with slice-selective refocusing pulses at 1.5 tesla compared to SESE. The study also showed increases of T2 values by up to 48% with MESE compared to SESE [18] . In a previous study conducted on 10 healthy volunteers using 3-tesla system, the MESE sequence showed an increase by 24.8% of the cartilage T2 relaxation times compared to spin echo sequence [19] . The increased T2 values in these studies could be explained by the stimulated echoes generated in the multiecho sequences.
For FSE, our phantom study indicated good fitting with R 2 = 0.999 and in the patient study, the comparison of the plot of FSE with SESE revealed a coefficient of determination R 2 = 0.52. A previous experimental study conducted by Matzat et al. [11] at 3 tesla showed that measurements from all sequences demonstrated strong fits (R 2 > 0.8) in the agar phantom and a coefficient of determination R 2 = 0.64 for patients. The difference could be explained by the difference in phantom composition and the fact that T2 relaxation time is reduced in high magnetic field [20] . The comparison between FSE and SESE on patients showed positive mean and percent difference, which indicate that T2 values obtained with FSE were increased compared to SESE.
In another previous study performed at 3 tesla MRI system with 8 volunteers, measurements from the FSE sequence were 25-38% higher than those from all other sequences on phantom and patient articular cartilage [11] . Another study showed that T2 relaxation times increase as the echo train length of the FSE sequence increases [19] . This phenomenon can be explained by the presence of stimulated echoes throughout the echo train that result from imperfect 180° refocusing pulses. Residual longitudinal magnetization between echoes results in partial T1-weighting, leading to an elevation in T2 relaxation time estimation.
The comparison of TGSE sequence with SESE in patient study revealed small coefficients of determination R 2 and increased T2 values. Quaia et al. [8] found that gradient and spin-echo sequence (GRASE) provided T2 values slightly lower than those obtained by TSE sequence in most patients (mean difference ± SD, 1.81 ± 3.63 ms). This difference may be due to the presence of T2* decay in the GRASE sequence. The authors observed artifacts such as the chemical shift, image distortion and signal loss [8] .
For SNR evaluation, results revealed no significant difference with p > 0.05. Since we used the same geometrical values for all sequences, the choice of optimum sequence will depend mostly on number of echoes and scan time. Statistical results using the t-test revealed no significant difference (p > 0.05) for FSE, SEME and TGSE compared to SESE reference sequence, respectively.
In a previous study, it was demonstrated that T2 values of the knee femoral cartilage were significantly lower on post-contrast images compared to pre-contrast images (35.3 ± 9.2 ms vs. 29.9 ± 8.2 ms, p < 0.01) [21] . This has to be taken into account because most T2 mapping is performed without the use of intravenous contrast agents. Another study indicated that intra-articular injection of Gd-DTPA2 had little effect on T2* values of femoral cartilage [22] .
One of the disadvantages of T2 mapping is the susceptibility to the magic angle effect, in which T2 values may be artificially elevated in certain regions according to the orientation of cartilage in relation to the main magnetic field. The T2 values were greater when the cartilage regions were oriented at 55° to B 0 and were the lowest in subregions oriented at 180° (0°) to B 0 [23] . However, this effect should not impact results between study populations as long as the subjects are positioned in the same manner in the magnet and the evaluated regions of the cartilage are the same for all patients.
Therefore, when interpreting T2 mapping results, it is important to use caution because the T2 value changes according to the strength of the magnetic field B 0 . Shorter T2 values were found at higher field strengths [24] . In addition, the sequence type, coil architecture and calculation method of T2 mapping affect the T2 result [11] . Calculation Methods Our data show that T2 values calculated using Inline calculation (MapIt) were less than T2 values calculated with mono-exponential fitting function. This finding is explained by the fact that MapIt excludes the first stimulated echo from the calculation. Compared to Syngo Offline, the mono-exponential fitting method showed decreased T2 values. The Syngo Offline method included a noise offset correction, which will discard supposed "noisy" signal points for fitting of the T2 curve. The selection of the noise value and the difference of the fitting method may explain this variation.
A previous study demonstrated that traditional fitting methods showed poor T2 accuracy for low T2 values, whereas the noise-corrected fitting methods demonstrated very good accuracy for all T2 values. Therefore, the sensitivity of T2 mapping to detect pathology in cartilage tissue may be improved by using an adequate fitting method [25] . Koff et al. [26] found that linear, weighted and non-linear fitting algorithms resulted in significantly different T2 values (p < 0.0001). The non-linear calculation demonstrated the lowest T2 values, the linear calculation resulted intermediate T2 values and the weighted calculation resulted in the highest T2 values [26] .
T2 mapping calculation can be realized using either mono-or bi-exponential fitting. It was reported that T2 relaxation time based on bi-exponential in the human knee cartilage has the advantage of detecting short and long components related to the tightly bound and loosely bound macromolecular water compartments which may increase the specificity for detection of early OA [27] .
Limitations
Some limitations of this study should be noted. First, it is necessary that these findings be validated in a larger group of patients. Second, the phantom used in our study has the same T2 relaxation time as the cartilage but not the same T1 relaxation value and the same property of articular cartilage. Another limitation of our study involves possible partial volume effects. These effects were reduced in our study because the superficial zone was not included when ROIs were drawn. This limitation could be solved by increasing the acquisition matrix to obtain an adequate in-plane spatial resolution, but this protocol will increase the scan time, which remains challenging for in vivo cartilage imaging. We did not subdivide the cartilage into subcompartments because the reduction of ROI areas will reduce precision and reproducibility. The reproducibility of our results on the position of the ROIs might affect the T2 values found but the problem is reduced since we copy the same ROIs in different sequences and also because we use the same pixel size. Another point is the stability of the phantom composition which was not studied. The major limitation of the study is that we used 2D sequences instead of 3D sequences which offer improved SNR, thin slices and the possibility to reformat in other planes. But those 3D sequences are not available as standard in any MRI system. Another limitation is that we evaluated T2 relaxation times only in the femoral cartilage. It would be better to evaluate the patellar and tibial cartilage as well. However, our aim was to compare T2 values depending on the sequence type and not T2 values in different articular cartilage regions.
Conclusions
Our findings are of importance with regard to the process of optimization of practice in MR examinations. MRI acquisition techniques and calculation methods affect T2 values of knee articular cartilage at 1.5 tesla. For accurate clinical applications of T2 mapping, spatial variation of T2 relaxation times may be considered rather than exclusively using the absolute values. TGSE can be used for T2 calculation with the advantage of high resolution in an acceptable time frame compared to other sequences.
